UNIVERSITY OF ALABAMA SUPPLY STORE
STUDENT TERMS OF AGREEMENT
www.supestore.ua.edu
Ferguson Center 205-348-7636
Bryant Drive 205-348-7628
Terms of Agreement
In consideration for being allowed to rent textbooks, I agree to the following terms and conditions.
1.

I understand that it is my responsibility to return the rented textbooks to the proper location by 5:00 p.m. on the semester’s
Return Date or pay the replacement cost for the rented textbook, applicable sales tax and a late charge. If I ask someone
else to return my rented textbooks and they fail to do so timely or for any other reason, I will remain responsible for my unreturned textbook. For the purposes of this Agreement, the replacement cost of a rented textbook is the textbook’s
replenishment cost from the publisher.

2.

If my rented textbook(s) is lost or stolen, or returned in so damaged a condition that it is not re-rentable, I must notify the
Ferguson Center Supply Store prior to 5:00 p.m. on the semester’s Return Date, and in any of those events the replacement
cost of the rented textbook plus applicable sales taxes will be charged to my student account.

3.

I understand that the rental textbook is the property of the University of Alabama. To rent a textbook, I must pay the
textbook rental fee. By accepting the terms of the textbook rental program, I promise to return the rented textbook to a
University Supply Store location (either Ferguson Center or Bryant Drive) in good, undamaged and rentable condition and
without excessive highlighting, underlining, or marking by 5:00 p.m. on the semester’s Return Date.
The Return Date for Spring 2019 rental textbooks is May 10, 2019.

4.

I authorize the University of Alabama to place my student records on hold and to charge to my student account either an
amount equal to the replacement cost of the rented textbook, applicable sales tax and a $15.00 late charge per rental
textbook that is not returned by 5:00 p.m. on the semester’s Return Date or the replacement cost of the rented textbook and
applicable sales tax if the textbook is lost or stolen, or returned in so damaged a condition that is no longer rentable.
Excessive highlighting, underlining, or marking of textbooks is not allowed and may result in the rented textbook being so
damaged it is no longer rentable.

5.

I agree that all identifying stickers/labels on rental textbooks must remain intact and must not be removed, altered, or
obliterated.

6.

I understand that if I drop a course for which I have rented a textbook, the rental fee is refundable only if I return the rented
textbook no later than 5:00 p.m. on the 2nd Friday following the 1st day of classes; or if I drop a course within the 2nd and 3rd
week of classes, then I must bring with me my original rental receipt and a printed revised class schedule showing the
course has been dropped. If I have an incomplete in a course for which I rented a textbook, I must return the rented
textbook no later than 5:00 p.m. on the semester’s Return Date to avoid a charge to my student account.

7.

I have read and fully understand the provisions and terms of this agreement and the University of Alabama Textbook
Rental Policy and agree to be bound thereby as evidenced by my signature below or if renting textbooks online with the
University of Alabama Supply Store, as evidenced by my electronic signature and acceptance of the online version of the
Student Terms of Agreement.
________________________________________________________________________________________
For Student to Complete:
__________________________ ___________________
Name (Please print)
CWID
__________________________ ___________________
Student Signature
Date

